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DENDROIDAL SETS
I. MOERDIJK, I. WEISS
Abstrat. We introdue the onept of a dendroidal set. This is a generaliza-
tion of the notion of a simpliial set, speially suited to the study of operads in
the ontext of homotopy theory. We dene a ategory of trees, whih extends
the ategory ∆ used in simpliial sets, whose presheaf ategory is the ategory
of dendroidal sets. We show that there is a losed monoidal struture on den-
droidal sets whih is losely related to the Boardman-Vogt tensor produt of
operads. Furthermore we show that eah operad in a suitable model ategory
has a oherent homotopy nerve whih is a dendroidal set, extending another
onstrution of Boardman and Vogt. There is also a notion of an inner Kan
dendroidal set whih is losely related to simpliial Kan omplexes. Finally,
we briey indiate the theory of dendroidal objets and outline several of the
appliations and further theory of dendroidal sets.
1. Introdution
There is an intimate relation between simpliial sets and ategories (and, more
generally, between simpliial objets and enrihed ategories), whih plays a funda-
mental role in many parts of homotopy theory. The goal of this paper is to introdue
an extension of the ategory of simpliial sets, suitable for studying operads. We
all the objets of this larger ategory dendroidal sets, and denote the inlusion
funtor by
i! : (simpliial sets)→ (dendroidal sets).
The pair of adjoint funtors
τ : (simpliial sets) // (ategories) : Noo
where N denotes the nerve and τ its left adjoint, will be seen to extend to a pair
τd : (dendroidal sets)
// (operads) : Ndoo
having similar properties.
Many other properties and onstrutions of simpliial sets also extend to den-
droidal sets. In partiular, we will show that the artesian losed monoidal stru-
ture on simpliial sets extends to a (non-artesian!) losed monoidal struture on
dendroidal sets. Here extends means that there is a natural isomorphism
i!(X × Y ) ∼= i!(X)⊗ i!(Y )
for any two simpliial sets X and Y . This tensor produt of dendroidal sets is
losely related to the Boardman-Vogt tensor produt of operads. In fat, the latter
an be dened in terms of the former by the isomorphism
P ⊗BV Q ∼= τd(NdP ⊗NdQ)
for any two operads P and Q.
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We will also dene a notion of inner (or weak) Kan omplex for dendroidal sets,
extending the simpliial one in the sense that for any simpliial set X , one has that
X is an inner Kan omplex i i!(X) is. The nerve of an operad always satises
this dendroidal inner Kan ondition, just like the nerve of a ategory satises the
simpliial inner Kan ondition. Moreover, this inner Kan ondition has various basi
properties related to the monoidal struture on dendroidal sets, the most signiant
one being that, under some onditions on a dendroidal set X , Hom(X,K) is an
inner Kan omplex whenever K is. The analogous property for simpliial sets was
reently proved by Joyal, and forms one of the basi steps in the proof of the
existene of the losed model struture on simpliial sets in whih the inner Kan
omplexes are exatly the brant objets. Joyal alls these inner Kan omplexes
quasi-ategories, and one might all a dendroidal set a quasi-operad if it satises
our dendroidal version of the inner Kan ondition. We expet that there is a
losed model struture on dendroidal sets in whih the quasi-operads are the brant
objets. Dendroidal sets also seem to be useful in the theory of homotopy-P-
algebras for an operad P and weak maps between suh algebras. We will omment
on this towards the end of this paper.
The results in this paper were rst presented at the Ma Lane Memorial onfer-
ene in Chiago (April 2006). We would like to thank C. Berger, J. Gutiérrez, A.
Joyal, A. Lukas, and M. Shulman for useful omments on early versions.
2. Operads
In this paper, operad means oloured symmetri operad. (In the literature suh
operads are also referred to as symmetri multi-ategories [Lei2℄.) We briey reall
the basi denitions, and refer to [BM2℄ for a more extensive disussion. An operad
P is given by a set of olours C, and for eah n ≥ 0 and eah sequene of olours
c1, · · · , cn, c a set P(c1, · · · , cn; c) (to be thought of as operations taking n inputs
of olours c1, · · · , cn respetively to an output of olour c). Moreover, there are
struture maps for units and omposition. If we write I = {∗} for the one-point
set, there is for eah olour c a unit map
u : I → P(c; c)
taking ∗ to 1c. The omposition operations are maps
P(c1, · · · , cn; c)× P(d
1
1, · · · , d
1
k1
; c1)× · · · × P(d
n
1 , · · · , d
n
kn
; cn)→ P(d
1
1, · · · , d
n
kn
; c)
whih we denote p, q1, · · · , qn 7→ p(q1, · · · , qn). These operations should satisfy the
usual assoiativity and unitary onditions. Furthermore for eah σ ∈ Σn and olours
c1, · · · , cn, c ∈ C there is a map σ
∗ : P(c1, · · · , cn; c)→ P(cσ(1), · · · , cσ(n); c). These
maps dene a right ation of Σn in the sense that (στ)
∗ = τ∗σ∗, and the ompo-
sition operations should be equivariant in some natural sense. The denition an
equivalently be ast in terms of the units and the ◦i-operations
P(c1, · · · , cn; c)× P(d1, · · · , dk; ci)
◦i // P(c1, · · · , ci−1, d1, · · · , dk, ci+1, · · · , cn; c).
A oloured operad P with set C of olours will also be referred to as an operad
oloured by C, or an operad over C.
The same denition of operad still makes sense if we replae Set by an arbitrary
oomplete symmetri monoidal ategory E . In partiular, the strong monoidal
funtor Set→ E , whih sends a set S to the S-fold oprodut of opies of the unit
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I of E , maps every operad P over C in Set to an operad in E , whih we denote by
PE , or sometimes again by P .
If P is an operad over C and f : D → C is a map of sets, then there is an evident
indued operad f∗(P) over D, given by
f∗(P)(d1, · · · , dn; d) = P(fd1, · · · , fdn; fd).
If P and Q are operads, a map Q
f // P is given by a map of sets f : D → C,
and for eah d1, · · · , dn, d a map
fd1,··· ,dn,d : Q(d1, · · · , dn; d)→ P(f(d1), · · · , f(dn); f(d))
whih ommutes with all the operations and the Σn-ations. If D = C and
f : D → C is the identity, we will all f a map of operads over C. For a xed sym-
metri monoidal ategory E , we denote by Operad(E) the ategory of all oloured
operads in E . When E = Set we will simply write Operad instead of Operad(Set).
Example 2.1. Let E be a symmetri monoidal ategory. Then E gives rise to a
oloured operad E ,whose olours are the objets of E . For a sequeneX1, · · · , Xn, X
of suh objets, E(X1, · · · , Xn;X) is the set of arrows X1⊗· · ·⊗Xn → X in E . If E
is a symmetri losed monoidal ategory, then E may be viewed as an operad E in
E , with the objets of E as olours again, and with E(X1, · · · , Xn;X) the internal
Hom-objet HomE(X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Xn, X).
Note that, in general, the objets of E form a proper lass and not a set. However,
in this paper, we will largely ignore suh set-theoreti issues, and interpret small
or set in terms of a suitable universe. In this ontext, let us point out that for
any set S of objets of E , there are operads ES and ES obtained by restriting E
and E to the olours in S (If i : S → Objects(E) is the inlusion, then ES = i
∗(E),
et). In general, we will often identify a monoidal ategory with the orresponding
operad; and simply write E for E or E .
Example 2.2. Any ategory C an be onsidered as an operad PC in the following
way. The olours of PC are the objets of C, and for any sequene of olours
c1, · · · , cn, c we set
PC(c1, · · · , cn; c) =
{
C(c1, c), if n = 1
φ, if n 6= 1
the ompositions and units are as in C and the symmetri ations are all trivial.
In this way we obtain a funtor j! : Cat→ Operad from the ategory Cat of small
ategories to the ategory of operads. This funtor has an evident right adjoint
j∗ : Operad→ Cat, sending an operad P to the ategory given by the olours and
unary operations of P . In exatly the same way, any E-enrihed ategory an be seen
as an operad in E and we thus obtain adjoint funtors Cat(E)
j! // Operad(E).
j∗
oo
Remark 2.3. There is also the notion of a non-symmetri (also alled planar) op-
erad. A planar operad is exatly the same struture as an operad exept that
there are no symmetri ations involved. The resulting ategory of planar oper-
ads with their obvious notion of maps is denoted by Operadπ(E). There is an
evident forgetful funtor Operad(E) → Operad(E)π whih maps an operad to the
same operad with the symmetri ations forgotten. This funtor has a left adjoint
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Symm : Operad(E)π → Operad(E), whih we all the symmetrization funtor.
This funtor is useful in the onstrution of operads, sine sometimes it is eas-
ier to diretly desribe the non-symmetri operad whose algebras are the desired
strutures in a given ontext.
Example 2.4. Let S be a set. We desribe now a planar operad BS whose algebras
are ategories having S as set of objets. The set of olours of BS is S ×S, and for
any sequene of olours of the form (s1, s2), (s2, s3), · · · , (sn−1, sn) there is exatly
one operation in BS((s1, s2), · · · , (sn−1, sn); (s1, sn)). There are no other operations
exept those just given, whih then ompletely determine the operadi struture.
We thus have a planar operad in Set whose symmetrization we denote by AS . For
any oomplete monoidal ategory E we obtain an operad in E (still) denoted AS
whih is the image of the original AS under the funtor Operad(Set)→ Operad(E)
desribed above. It is easy to verify that an AS-algebra in E is the same as an
E-enrihed ategory having S as set of objets.
We refer the reader to [BM2℄ for more examples of oloured operads.
3. A ategory of trees
The trees we will onsider are nite, non-empty (non-planar) trees with a desig-
nated root. As is ommon in the theory of operads [GK1, GK2, MSS℄ we allow some
edges to have a vertex only on one side. These edges are alled outer (or external)
edges, while those having verties on both sides are alled inner (or internal) edges.
By a designated root we mean a hoie of one of the outer edges. The root denes
an up-down diretion in the tree (towards the root) and thus eah vertex has a
number of inoming edges (the number is the valene of the vertex) and one edge
going out of it. We also allow verties of valene 0. For example, the tree
??
??
??
??




•
??
??
??
??




•
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
•
has three verties, of valene 2, 3, and 0, and three input edges. A tree with no
verties
whose input edge (e say) oinides with its output edge will be denoted by ηe.
When we draw a tree we will always put the root at the bottom. One drawbak
of drawing a tree on the plane is that it immediately beomes a planar tree; we
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thus have many dierent 'pitures' for the same tree. For instane the two trees
a ??
??
??
??
b
  
  
  
  
d








•
c >>
>>
>>
>>
•
e
and
d
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
?
b ??
??
??
??
a




•
c




•
e
are dierent planar representations of the same tree.
Any tree T an be viewed as generating an operad Ω(T ), whose olours are the
edges of the tree, while the verties of the tree are the generators of the operations.
More expliitly, if we hoose a planar representation of T then eah vertex v with in-
put edges e1, · · · , en and output edge e denes an operation v ∈ Ω(T )(e1, · · · , en; e).
The other operations are the unit operations and the operations obtained by om-
positions and by permutations, so as to obtain an operad in whih every Hom set
has at most one objet. For example, in the same tree T pitured above, let us
name the edges and verties a, b, · · · , f and r, v, w.
e @@
@@
@@
@@
f




v•
b ??
??
??
??
c
~~
~~
~~
~~
w •
d
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
o
•
a
r
Then v ∈ Ω(T )(e, f ; b), w ∈ Ω(T )( ; d) and r ∈ Ω(b, c, d; a)) are the generators,
while the other operations are the units 1a, 1b, 1c · · · 1f , the operations obtained
by ompositions r ◦1 v ∈ Ω(T )(e, f, c, d; a), r ◦3 w ∈ Ω(T )(b, c; a) and r(v, 1c, w) =
(r ◦1 v) ◦4 w = (r ◦3 w) ◦1 v ∈ Ω(T )(e, f, c; a), and permutations of these. This is a
omplete desription of the operad Ω(T ).
Viewing trees as oloured operads as above enables us to dene the ategory Ω,
whose objets are trees, and whose arrows T → T ′ are operad maps Ω(T )→ Ω(T ′).
The ategory Ω extends the simpliial ategory ∆. Indeed, any n ≥ 0 denes a
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linear tree
0
v1 •
1
v2 •
2
vn •
n
on n + 1 edges and n verties v1, · · · , vn. We denote this tree by [n]. Any order
preserving map {0, · · · , n} → {0, · · · ,m} denes an arrow [n]→ [m] in the ategory
Ω. In this way, we obtain an embedding
∆
i // Ω
This embedding is fully faithful. Moreover, it desribes ∆ as a sieve (or ideal) in
Ω, in the sense that for any arrow S → T in Ω, if T is linear then so is S.
With a tree T one an assoiate ertain maps in Ω as follows. If b is an inner
edge in T , let T/b be the tree obtained from T by ontrating b. Then there is a
natural map ∂b : T/b→ T in Ω, alled the inner fae map assoiated with b, whih
loally in the tree looks like this:
e
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
f
@@
@@
@@
@@
c




w •
d
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
u
•
a
∂b //
e @@
@@
@@
@@
f




v•
b ??
??
??
??
c
~~
~~
~~
~~
w •
d
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
o
•
a
r
Let v be a vertex in T with the property that all but one of the edges inident to
v are outer. We all suh a vertex an outer luster. Let T/v be the tree obtained
from T by removing the vertex v and all of the outer edges inident to it. Then
there is a map ∂v : T/v → T in Ω alled the outer fae assoiated with v. For
example, the maps:
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e @@
@@
@@
@@
f




v •
b ??
??
??
??
c
~~
~~
~~
~~
w •
d
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
o
•
a
r
∂v
??~~~~~~~
∂w
__@@@@@@@
b @@
@@
@@
@@
c
w•
d




r •
a
e @@
@@
@@
@@
f




v •
b ??
??
??
??
c
~~
~~
~~
~~
d
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
o
•
a
r
are two outer faes. We will use the term fae map to refer to an inner or outer
fae map. One more type of map is a map that an be assoiated with a unary
vertex v in T as follows. Let T/v be the tree obtained from T by removing the
vertex v and merging the two edges inident to it into one edge e. Then there is a
map σv : T → T/v in Ω alled the degeneray map assoiated with v, whih sends
the vertex v to the identity 1e, and whih an be pitured like this:
??
??
??
??




•
e1 ??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??




•
e2 ??
??
??
??v •




•
σv //
@@
@@
@@
@@
~~
~~
~~
~~
•
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??




e •




•
The following lemma is the generalization to Ω of the well known fat that in ∆
eah arrow an be written as a omposition of degeneray maps followed by fae
maps. We omit the proof.
Lemma 3.1. Any arrow f : A→ B in Ω deomposes as
A
f //
σ

B
A′
ϕ // B′
δ
OO
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where σ : A→ A′ is a omposition of degeneray maps, ϕ : A′ → B′ is an isomor-
phism, and δ : B′ → B is a omposition of fae maps.
4. Dendroidal sets
We now dene the ategory dSet of dendroidal sets and disuss its relation to
the ategory sSet of simpliial sets.
Denition 4.1. A dendroidal set is a funtor Ωop → Set. A map between den-
droidal sets is a natural transformation. The ategory of dendroidal sets thus
dened is denoted dSet.
Thus, a dendroidal set X is given by a set XT for eah tree T , and a map
α∗ : XT → XS for eah map of trees (arrow in Ω) α : S → T ; and these maps
have to be funtorial in α, in the sense that id∗ = id and (αβ)∗ = β∗α∗ for
R
β // S
α // T in Ω. A morphism Y
f // X of dendroidal sets is given by
maps (all denoted) f : YT → XT for eah tree T , ommuting with the struture
maps (i.e., f(α∗y) = α∗f(y) for any y ∈ YT and any α : S → T ). An element of XT
is alled a dendrex (plural dendries) of shape T (This terminology is analogous to
simplex, simplies). The dendries of shape η will be referred to as verties. As for
simpliial sets, we all a dendrex x ∈ XT degenerate if there exists a degeneray
σ : T ։ S and a dendrex y ∈ XS with σ
∗(y) = x.
Every tree T denes a representable dendroidal set Ω[T ] as follows:
Ω[T ]S = Ω(S, T ).
By the Yoneda Lemma eah dendrex x of shape T in a dendroidal set X orresponds
bijetively to a map xˆ : Ω[T ] → X of dendroidal sets. If ∂x : T → R is a fae
map assoiated to an inner edge or an outer luster x we use the same notation
∂x : Ω[T ]→ Ω[R] for the indued map of dendroidal sets.
The inlusion funtor i : ∆→ Ω denes an obvious restrition funtor
i∗ : dSet→ sSet.
This funtor has both a left adjoint i! and a right adjoint i∗, given by left and right
Kan extension. The funtor i! : sSet→ dSet is extension by zero,
i!(X)T =
{
Xn, if T is linear with n verties
φ, otherwise
(This is lear from the fat that ∆ ⊆ Ω is a sieve). It follows that i! is full and
faithful, and that i∗i! is the identity funtor on simpliial sets. The pair (i
∗, i∗)
denes a morphism of toposes i : sSet→ dSet, whih is in fat an open embedding.
Example 4.2. If P is an operad, then the dendroidal nerve of P is the dendroidal
set Nd(P) given by
Nd(P)T = HomOperad(Ω(T ),P),
This onstrution denes a fully faithful funtor
Nd : Operad→ dSet,
whih has various nie properties as we will see. As already noted, any monoidal
ategory E denes an operad E . The orresponding dendroidal set Nd(E) will
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simply be written Nd(E) and will be alled the dendroidal nerve of E . Note that
this extends the usual (simpliial) nerve of E , in the sense that
i∗(NdE) = N(E).
The funtor Nd : Operad→ dSet has a left adjoint
τd : dSet→ Operad
dened by Kan extension. For a dendroidal set X , we refer to τd(X) as the operad
generated by X . This funtor τd extends the funtor τ from simpliial sets to
ategories, left adjoint to N : Cat → sSet. In partiular, we obtain a diagram of
funtors
sSet
i! //
τ

dSet
i∗
oo
τd

Cat
N
OO
j! // Operad
Nd
OO
j∗
oo
(with left adjoints on the top or on the left), in whih the following ommutation
relations hold up to natural isomorphisms
τN = id, τdNd = id, i
∗i! = id, j
∗j! = id
and
j!τ = τdi!, Nj
∗ = i∗Nd, i!N = Ndj!.
(The anonial map τi∗(X)→ j∗τd(X) is in general not an isomorphism.)
Remark 4.3. For an arbitrary ategory E , one an also onsider the ategory dE of
dendroidal objets in E , i.e., ontra-variant funtors from Ω to E . In partiular, if
one takes for E the ategory Top of ompatly generated topologial spaes, one
obtains in this way the ategory dTop of dendroidal spaes. Many onstrutions
extend to this more general ontext. For example, if P is a topologial operad, its
dendroidal nerve Nd(P) is naturally a dendroidal spae, with the speial property
that its spae Nd(P)η of verties is disrete. Conversely, from suh a dendroidal
spae X with this property, one an onstrut a topologial operad, τd(X).
4.1. Diagrams of dendroidal sets. If X : Sop → sSet is a diagram of sim-
pliial sets (ontravariantly) indexed by a small ategory S, one an onstrut
a total simpliial set
∫
S
X as follows. An n-simplex of
∫
S
X is a pair (s, x)
where s = ( s0
α1 // s1 // · · ·
αn // sn ) is an n-simplex in the nerve of S,
and x is a funtion assigning to eah map u : [k] → [n] in ∆ a k-simplex xk in
X(su(0)), funtorial in the following way. If w = uv : [l]
v // [k]
u // [n] , then
u(0) ≤ w(0) so there is a omposition of αi's from su(0) to sw(0) in S, denoted
αw,u = αw(0) ◦ αw(0)−1 ◦ · · · ◦ αu(0)+1. Then the funtorial ondition on the xα's is
α∗w,u(xw) = v
∗(xu)
(here α∗w,u : X(sw(0)) → X(su(0)), and this is an identity between l-simplies in
X(su(0)) ). Notie that in the speial ase where we start with a diagram C : S
op →
Cat of small ategories, the diagram Nerve(C) : Sop → sSet satises the identity∫
S
(Nerve(C)) = Nerve(
∫
S
C)
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where
∫
S
C on the right is the Grothendiek onstrution.
We shall now give a similar onstrution for diagrams of dendroidal sets. For
this, we assume that the indexing ategory S has nite produts. So, let X :
Sop → dSet be a diagram of dendroidal sets. We dene a dendroidal set
∫
S
X as
follows. For a tree T , an element of
∫
S
XT is again a pair (t, x). Here t ∈ Nd(S)T
is an element of the dendroidal nerve of S (where S is viewed as an operad via
the artesian struture). Suh an element determines an objet in(t) ∈ S, dened
by in(t) = t(e1) × · · · × t(en) where e1, · · · , en are the input edges of T (in some
xed arbitrary order). Note that for any arrow u : S → T in Ω, the dendrex t
determines a map in(t) → in(tu) in S (dened by projetions, the maps given by
t, and the oherene maps in S). Now x is a funtion whih assigns to eah suh
u an element xu ∈ X(in(tu))S, funtorial in the following way: if w = u ◦ v as in
R
v // S
u // T then there is an indued map in(tu)
αu,v // in(tw) in S, and
we require
α∗u,v(xv) = v
∗(xu)
The set
∫
S
XT of suh pairs (t, x) is ontravariant in T , and denes the dendroidal
set
∫
S
X .
Note that this onstrution for dendroidal sets truly extends the one for simpliial
sets, in the sense that for a diagram X : Sop → sSet of simpliial sets where S is
artesian, there is a anonial isomorphism
i!
∫
S
X =
∫
S
i!X.
5. The tensor produt of dendroidal sets
Like any other ategory of presheaves of sets, the ategory dSet has a losed
artesian struture. There is, however, another more interesting monoidal struture
on the ategory of dendroidal sets, whih we aim to desribe in this setion. To
begin with, we will reall the tensor produt for operads from [BV℄.
5.1. The Boardman-Vogt tensor produt. Let P be an operad in Set over C
and Q one over D. Their tensor produt P ⊗BV Q is an operad oloured by the
produt set C × D. The operations in P ⊗BV Q are generated by the following.
Any p ∈ P(c1, · · · , cn; c) and any d ∈ D dene an operation
p⊗ d ∈ P ⊗BV Q((c1, d), · · · , (cn, d); (c, d)).
These operations ompose in P ⊗BV Q in a way to make p 7→ p ⊗ d a map of
operads. Similarly, eah operation q ∈ Q(d1, · · · , dn, d) and eah c ∈ C dene an
operation
c⊗ q ∈ P ⊗BV Q((c, d1), · · · (c, dn); (c, d)),
and these ompose as in Q. Furthermore, the operations from P and Q distribute
over eah other, in the sense that for p ∈ P(c1, · · · , cn; c) and q ∈ Q(d1, · · · , dm; d),
σ∗n,m((p⊗ d)(c1 ⊗ q, · · · , cn ⊗ q)) = (c⊗ q)(p⊗ d1, · · · , p⊗ dm)
where σn,m ∈ Σn·m is the permutation desribed as follows. Consider Σn·m as the
set of bijetions of the set {0, 1, · · · , n · m − 1}. Eah number in this set an be
written uniquely in the form k · n+ j where 0 ≤ k < m and 0 ≤ j < n as well as in
the form k ·m+ j where 0 ≤ k < n and 0 ≤ j < m. The permutation σn,m is then
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dened by σn,m(k · n+ j) = j ·m + k. This tensor produt makes the ategory of
operads into a symmetri monoidal ategory.
This Boardman-Vogt tensor produt preserves olimits in eah variable sepa-
rately. In fat, there is a orresponding internal Hom, making the ategory Operad
into a symmetri losed monoidal ategory. For two operads P and Q as above,
Hom(P ,Q) is the operad whose olours are the maps P → Q, and whose operations
are suitably dened multi-natural transformations. (Expliitly, for α1, · · · , αn, β :
P → Q, elements of Hom(P ,Q)(α1, · · · , αn;β) are maps f assigning to eah olour
c ∈ C of P an element fc ∈ Q(α1c, · · · , αnc;βc). These fc should be natural with
respet to all operations in P . For example, if p ∈ P(c1, c2; c) is a binary operation,
then β(p)(fc1 , fc2) ∈ Q(α1c1, · · · , αnc1, α1c2, · · · , αnc2;βc) is the image under a
suitable permutation of fc(α1(p), · · · , αn(p)) ∈ Q(α1c1, α1c2, · · · , αnc1, αnc2;βc)).
For a symmetri monoidal ategory E , the Boardman-Vogt tensor produt of
oloured operads in E still makes sense for Hopf operads P and Q. For suh
operads, the ategories AlgE(P) and AlgE(Q) are again symmetri monoidal, and
a (P ⊗BV Q)-algebra in E is the same thing as a P-algebra in AlgE(Q), and is also
the same thing as a Q-algebra in AlgE(P).
5.2. The tensor produt of dendroidal sets. We now dene a tensor produt
⊗ : dSet× dSet→ dSet
whih is to preserve olimits in eah variable separately. Sine eah dendroidal set
is a olimit of representables, this tensor is ompletely determined by its eet on
representable dendroidal sets Ω[S] and Ω[T ], whih we dene as
Ω[S]⊗ Ω[T ] = Nd(Ω(S)⊗BV Ω(T )),
i.e., as the dendroidal nerve of the Boardman-Vogt tensor produt of the operads
Ω(S) and Ω(T ). It follows by general ategory theory [Da, K℄ that there exists an
internal Hom for this tensor, dened for two dendroidal sets X and Y and an objet
T of Ω by
Hom(X,Y )T = HomdSet(Ω[T ]⊗X,Y )
We summarise this disussion in the following proposition:
Proposition 5.1. There exists a unique (up to natural isomorphism) symmetri
losed monoidal struture on dSet, with the property that there is a natural isomor-
phism Ω[S]⊗ Ω[T ] ∼= Nd(Ω(S)⊗BV Ω(T )) for any two objets S, T of Ω.
More generally, for suitable symmetri monoidal ategories E , there is suh a
monoidal struture on the ategory dE of dendroidal objets. See the appendix for
a disussion of dendroidal objets.
We mention some basi properties of the tensor produt on dSet, in relation to
the tensor produt of operads, and to the produt of simpliial sets.
Proposition 5.2. The following properties hold.
(i) For any two dendroidal sets X and Y , there is a natural isomorphism
τd(X ⊗ Y ) ∼= τd(X)⊗BV τd(Y ).
(ii) For any two operads P and Q, there is a natural isomorphism
τd(Nd(P)⊗Nd(Q)) ∼= P ⊗BV Q.
Proof. It sues to hek (i) for representable X and Y , in whih ase it follows
from the identity τdNd ∼= id. By the same identity, (ii) follows from (i). 
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Proposition 5.3. For any two simpliial sets X and Y , and any dendroidal set
D, there are natural isomorphisms
(i) i!(X × Y ) ∼= i!(X)⊗ i!(Y ),
(ii) i∗Hom(i!(X), D) ∼= i
∗(D)X ,
(iii) i∗Hom(i!(X), i!(Y )) ∼= Y
X
.
Proof. The isomorphisms of type (ii) and (iii) are dedued from those of type (i),
using the fat that i! is fully faithful. For (i), it sues again to hek this for
representable simpliial sets ∆[n] and ∆[m]. Observe rst that, more generally, for
any two small ategories C and B,
j!(C× B) ∼= j!(C)⊗BV j!(B) (1)
This holds in partiular for the linear orders [n] and [m] viewed as ategories, so
i!(∆[n]×∆[m]) ∼= i!(N([n])×N([m]))
∼= i!(N([n]× [m]))
∼= Ndj!([n]× [m])
∼= Nd(j![n]⊗BV j![m]) (by (1))
∼= Nd(Ω(n)⊗BV Ω(m))
∼= Ω[n]⊗ Ω[m]
∼= i!(∆[n])⊗ i!(∆[m]).
This shows that (i) holds for representables ∆[n] and ∆[m]; as said, this ompletes
the proof. 
6. The homotopy oherent nerve
We begin by realling the Boardman-Vogt resolution of operads [BV℄ and its
generalization [BM1℄.
Let P = (C,P ) be an operad in the ategory of ompatly generated topologial
spaes, and let H = [0, 1] be the unit interval. One an onstrut a (obrant)
resolution W (P) → P as follows. W (P) is again an operad oloured by C. The
spae W (P)(c1, · · · , cn; c) is a quotient of a spae of labelled planar trees. The
edges of suh a tree are labeled by elements of C, where in partiular the input
edges are labelled by the given c1, · · · , cn and the output by c. Moreover, the inner
edges arry a label t ∈ H (a length), and eah vertex v with input edges labelled
b1, · · · , bn ∈ C (in the planar order) and output edge labelled b ∈ C, is labelled by
an element p ∈ P(b1, · · · , bn; b). For example,
c1 ??
??
??
??
c2




p •
b
??
??
??
??
t
c3




q •
c
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where p ∈ P(c1, c2; b), q ∈ P(b, c3; c), t ∈ [0, 1]. There is a natural (produt)
topology on these trees, oming from the topology on P and that on H . The spae
W (P)(c1, · · · , cn; c) is now the quotient spae, obtained (by identifying isomorphi
planar trees with the same labeling and) the following two relations:
(i) Verties labeled by an identity an be deleted, taking the maximum of the
two adjaent lengths (or forgetting the lengths altogether if one of the adjaent
edges is outer)
??
??
??
??




??
??
??
??




•
t
•
==
==
==
==
= •
s




1c ≈
==
==
==
==
=




max{s,t}
• •
(ii) Edges of length zero an be ontrated, using the operad omposition of P :
??
??
??
??




==
==
==
==
= •
0 c




p
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
==
==
==
==
=





qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
• q ≈ • q◦ip
The operad struture of W (P) is given by grafting of trees, giving the newly
arising inner edges length 1. The map W (P)→ P is given by setting all lengths to
zero (i.e., forget the lengths and ompose in P).
In [BM1℄, it is explained in detail how the above onstrution an be performed
and studied in the more general ontext of operads in any symmetri monoidal
ategory (E ,⊗, I), where [0, 1] is replaed by a suitable interval H in E . This is an
objet H equipped with two points 0, 1 : I // // H , an augmentation ǫ : H → I
satisfying ǫ0 = id = ǫ1, and a binary operation ∨ : H ⊗ H → H (playing the
role of max) whih is assoiative, and for whih 0 is unital and 1 is absorbing
(0 ∨ x = x = x ∨ 0 and 1 ∨ x = 1 = x ∨ 1). This denes for any operad P in E
a new operad WH(P) in E mapping to P . The algebras for this operad are up-to-
homotopy P-algebras. For example, one an take for E the ategory Cat of small
ategories (onsidered as a model ategory with weak equivalenes being ategorial
equivalenes, obrations those funtors that are injetive on objets, and brations
those funtors having the right lifting property with respet to the funtor 0→ H ,
where H is the groupoid 0 ↔ 1 with two objets and one isomorphism between
them and it also plays the role of the interval). We will examine this possibility
below when we onsider weak n-ategories.
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Example 6.1. Let [n] be the linear tree, viewed as a (disrete) topologial operad.
So an [n]-algebra onsists of a sequene of spaes X0, · · ·Xn, together with maps
fji : Xi → Xj for i ≤ j, suh that fii = id and
fkj ◦ fji = fki if i ≤ j ≤ k (1)
AW ([n])-algebra onsists of suh a sequene of spaes and maps, for whih (1) holds
only up to speied oherent higher homotopies. Sine W ([n]) is an operad with
unary operations only, one an also think of it as a topologial ategory: it has ob-
jets 0, 1, · · · , n, and an arrow i→ j in W [n] is a sequene of times ti+1, · · · , tj−1
(eah tk ∈ [0, 1]). In other words, W [n](i, j) is the ube [0, 1]
j−i−1
for i+ 1 ≤ j, a
point for i = j, and the empty set for i > j. Composition is given by juxtaposing
two suh sequenes, putting an extra time 1 in the middle: (ti+1, · · · , tj−1) : i→ j
and (tj+1, · · · , tk−1) : j → k ompose to give (ti+1, · · · , tj−1, 1, tj+1, · · · , tk−1). If
C is a ategory enrihed in Top (i.e., a topologial ategory with disrete set of
objets), then the sets of ontinuous funtors
Top(W [n], C)
for varying n dene a simpliial set, whih is exatly the homotopy oherent nerve
of C, desribed in [V℄. More generally, if E is a symmetri monoidal ategory with
interval H , one an onstrut an E-enrihed ategory WH [n] with
WH [n](i, j) = H
⊗j−i−1
and dene for eah E-enrihed ategory C its homotopy oherent nerve hcN(C) as
the simpliial set given by
hcN(C)n = E-Cat(WH [n], C)
that is the set of all E-enrihed funtors from WH [n] to C. For example, if E = Cat
and H = 0↔ 1 as above, then an element of hcN(C)2 is given by a triangle whih
omposes up to a speied invertible 2-ell in C,
x0 //
!!C
CC
CC
CC
C
x1

≃
x2
The above generalizes in a ompletely straightforward way to operads. Suppose
E and H are as above. Eah tree T denes an operad Ω(T ) in Set, whih we
an view as an operad in E (via the funtor Operad → Operad(E)). Applying
the generalized Boardman-Vogt onstrution yields an operad WH(T ) in E . This
onstrution produes a funtor Ω→ Operad(E), whih indues an adjuntion
Operad(E)
hcNd //
dSet
|·|H
oo
by Kan extension. For an operad Q in E the dendroidal set hcNd(Q) is alled the
homotopy oherent dendroidal nerve of Q, and is given expliitly by
hcNd(Q)T = HomOperad(E)(WH(T ),Q).
Remark 6.2. The funtor |−|H is losely related to theW - onstrution for operads.
In fat, if P is an operad in Set, then the Boardman-Vogt resolutionWH(PE), of P
viewed as an operad in E , is isomorphi to the operad |Nd(P)|H , as follows by diret
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inspetion of the expliit onstrution of WH(PE) in [BM1℄. In partiular, for an
operad P in Set and an operad Q in E , there is a natural bijetive orrespondene
HomOperad(E)(WH(PE),Q) = HomdSet(Nd(P), hcNd(Q)).
Remark 6.3. Consider the speial ase where E is the ategory Top of ompatly
generated spaes, and H is the unit interval. If P is a topologial operad and T
is a tree (an objet of Ω), then the set hcNd(P)T of maps of topologial operads
WH(Ω(T ))→ P has a natural topology, as a topologial sum of generalized mapping
brations. (For example, for the tree T with edges numbered 1, · · · , 5,
3 ??
??
??
??
4




•
2 ??
??
??
??
5




•
1
hcNd(P)T is the sum, over all 5-tuples c1, · · · , c5 of olours of P , of mapping bra-
tions of the maps
P(c3, c4; c2)× P(c2, c5; c1)→ P(c3, c4, c5; c1).)
Let (dTop)δ be the ategory of dendroidal spaes with disrete set of verties.
Then hcNd(P) with this topology denes a funtor hcNd(−) : Operad(Top) →
(dTop)δ. This funtor again has a left adjoint |−|H ,whih relates to the Boardman-
Vogt resolution of topologial operads in the same way as above, by a natural
isomorphism
WH(P) ∼= |Nd(P)|H ,
whereNd and |−|H are now viewed as funtors between the ategoriesOperad(Top)
and (dTop)δ.
7. The inner Kan ondition for dendroidal sets
Let us begin by realling some well known fats for simpliial sets (see for example
[GZ℄). Let Λk[n] ⊆ ∆[n] be the sub-simpliial set of the standard n-simplex, dened
as the union of all the faes of ∆[n] exept the one opposite the k-th vertex. A
simpliial set X is said to satisfy the Kan ondition, or to be a Kan omplex, if
for any n ≥ 0 and any k with 0 ≤ k ≤ n, any map Λk[n] → X an be extended
to a map ∆[n] → X . When this is required for 0 < k < n only, X is said to be
an inner Kan omplex, or, to satisfy the inner Kan ondition. This ondition has
been introdued (under the name "restrited Kan ondition") by Boardman and
Vogt in [BV℄, while inner Kan omplexes are being studied by Joyal [J2℄ under
the name quasi-ategories. Observe that the nerve of a ategory is always an inner
Kan omplex. In this setion we extend the notion of an inner Kan omplex to the
ontext of dendroidal sets.
Consider a tree T . Reall that a fae of T is a map S → T whih orresponds
to either ontrating an inner edge in T or pruning an outer luster in T . Those
orresponding to an edge ontration, i.e., ∂e : T/e→ T for an inner edge e in T , are
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alled inner faes. Let Λe[T ] ⊆ Ω[T ] be the dendroidal subset of the representable
dendroidal set Ω[T ], generated by all the faes of T exept the inner fae ∂e. A
dendroidal set X is said to satisfy the inner Kan ondition if, for any tree T and
any inner edge e in T , any map Λe[T ]→ X extends to a map Ω[T ]→ X (i.e., to an
element in XT ). A dendroidal set satisfying the inner Kan ondition is also alled
an inner Kan omplex.
We now list some examples and properties of dendroidal inner Kan omplexes.
Some of the proofs involved are quite tehnial, and we refer to a ompanion paper
[MW℄ for a detailed exposition of the proofs.
Example 7.1. For any operad P ∈ Operad, (one an easily hek that) the den-
droidal nerve Nd(P) is an inner Kan omplex (in fat, the extension is unique, and
this haraterizes those dendroidal sets that are nerves of operads).
More generally we have the following.
Proposition 7.2. Let E be a monoidal model ategory with a hosen interval H. If
P ∈ Operad(E) is a brant operad in the sense that eah P(c1, · · · , cn; c) is brant,
then the homotopy oherent nerve hcNd(P) satises the inner Kan ondition.
A speial ase of this for simpliial ategories was proved in [CP℄.
Remark 7.3. Inner Kan simpliial sets and inner Kan dendroidal sets are related
as follows. For a simpliial set X , the dendroidal set i!(X) is inner Kan i X is.
It is also true that if Y is a dendroidal set satisfying the inner Kan ondition then
the simpliial set i∗(Y ) is again an inner Kan omplex. The haraterization of the
nerves of operads as those dendroidal sets having unique llers, is then the diret
analogue of the well known fat that a simpliial set is the nerve of a ategory i it
is inner Kan with unique llers.
The Grothendiek onstrution introdued above respets the inner Kan ondi-
tion in the following sense.
Proposition 7.4. If X : Sop → dSet is a diagram of dendroidal sets, eah of
whih is an inner Kan omplex, then the dendroidal set
∫
S
X is also an inner Kan
omplex.
Following [C℄, we all a dendroidal set X normal if, for every objet T of Ω and
for every non-degenerate dendrex x ∈ XT , the only automorphism of T whih xes
x is the identify. For example if X is any simpliial set, then i!(X) is normal. And
if P is a Σ-free operad (i.e., eah Σn ats freely), then Nd(P) is normal.
Theorem 7.5. Let K be a dendroidal set satisfying the inner Kan ondition and
let X be a normal dendroidal set. The dendroidal set HomdSet(X,K) satises the
inner Kan ondition.
The proof is based on a areful analysis of shues of trees, together with the
fat that normal dendroidal sets admit a nie skeletal ltration. This theorem
speializes to simpliial sets. Indeed, if X and K are simpliial sets and K is
inner Kan, then so is i!(K), and hene Hom(i!(X), i!(K)) is a dendroidal inner
Kan omplex. Applying i∗ to it, we see that 5.3(iii) implies that Hom(X,K) is a
simpliial inner Kan omplex. This simpliial result was already proved by Joyal
[J2℄. Our proof of Theorem 7.5 thus provides in partiular a proof of Joyal's result,
dierent from the one given in [J2℄ (and similar to the one by [N℄).
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8. Appliations and further developments
In this last, somewhat speulative setion, we would like to point out some
possible further developments of the theory of dendroidal sets, related to weak
maps between up-to-homotopy algebras, to enrihed and weak higher ategories,
and to Quillen model ategories.
To begin with, let P be an operad in Set. If E is a symmetri monoidal model at-
egory with a suitable interval H , then WH(P) is an operad in E whose algebras are
homotopy P-algebras (as mentioned in 6 above). The maps of WH(P)-algebras are
maps of homotopy P-algebras whih stritly ommute with all higher homotopies,
and this is a notion of map whih for many purposes is too restritive. It is possi-
ble to dene a weaker notion of map between homotopy P-algebras, but then the
question arises to what extent these weak maps form a ategory. (Boardman and
Vogt [BV℄ onstrut a quasi-ategory of weak maps in the ontext of topologial
spaes; in [BM1℄, Theorem 6.9, a kind of Segal ategory of weak maps is onstruted
in the ontext of left proper monoidal model ategories; in [HPS℄ this question is
approahed via bimodules). The theory of dendroidal sets is relevant here. Indeed,
WH(P)-algebras in E are the same thing as operad maps WH(P) → E , or equiva-
lently, as maps of dendroidal sets Nd(P)→ hcNd(E) (see Remark 6.2 above). They
thus arise as the verties of the dendroidal set
HomdSet(Nd(P), hcNd(E)). (1)
Dendries of shape i[1] (where i : ∆ → Ω) enode a suitable notion of weak map,
and suh weak maps an be omposed (in an up-to-homotopy way) whenever this
dendroidal set (1) is an inner Kan omplex. This is the ase, for example, when P
is Σ-free and every objet in E is brant, .f. Proposition 7.2.
Notie that, more generally, one might onsider (weak) P-algebras with values
in any dendroidal set X , as verties of the dendroidal Hom-set
HomdSet(Nd(P), X).
If P is Σ-free then this dendroidal set is an inner Kan omplex whenever X is
(Theorem 7.5), in whih ase maps between P-algebras (again dened as dendries
of shape i[1]) an be omposed. The ase X = hcNd(E) is the one disussed before.
It is also possible to iterate this onstrution, and onsider for another operad Q
the dendroidal set
HomdSet(NdQ, HomdSet(NdP , X))
whih is of ourse isomorphi to
HomdSet(Nd(P)⊗Nd(Q), X).
This dendroidal set admits a map from
HomdSet(Nd(P ⊗BV Q), X)
but is in general not isomorphi to it, unless X is (the dendroidal nerve of) an
operad. In partiular, for the ase X = hcNd(E), one has a map
Hom(WH(P ⊗BV Q), E)→ Hom(|Nd(P)⊗Nd(Q)|H , E)
whih gives dierent but related notions of iterated weak algebras in E . It would
be interesting to ompare this to the work of Dunn, Fiedorowiz, and Vogt on
the tensor produt of operads (see e.g., [Du, Fi℄) . (In this ontext, we should
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point out that, up to now, P and Q have been operads in Set, but the same ap-
plies to topologial operads. Indeed, for the ategory Top of ompatly generated
spaes, the homotopy oherent dendroidal nerve hcNd(Top) with respet to the
usual unit interval is naturally a (large) dendroidal spae. If P is an operad in
Top, then homotopy P-algebras in Top are the verties of the dendroidal spae
Hom(Nd(P), hcNd(Top)), et. We expet that (under suitable obrany ondi-
tions on P) this dendroidal spae satises the inner Kan ondition.)
We would like to onsider the speial ase of the operad AS whose algebras are
ategories with a given set S as objets (Example 2.4). Note that this operad is
Σ-free (like any operad obtained by symmetrization, f. Remark 2.3). For a xed
dendroidal set X , one an onsider the dendroidal set
Hom(Nd(AS), X).
By denition, we all its verties X-enrihed ategories over S. Its dendries of
shape i[1] provide an interpretation of the notion of funtor between X-enrihed
ategories over S. By varying S, one obtains a Set-indexed diagram of dendroidal
sets, the totalization (see 4.1) of whih we denote
Cat(X) (2)
By denition, its verties are ategories enrihed in X , while its dendries of shape
i[1] are funtors between suh ategories. In this ontext, it is relevant to observe
that by Theorem 7.5 and Proposition 7.4, Cat(X) is a dendroidal inner Kan omplex
whenever X is, so that a omposition of funtors between X-enrihed ategories
exists. We also note that the onstrution an be iterated, so as to form the
dendroidal inner Kan omplex
Cat2(X) = Cat(Cat(X))
of X-enrihed biategories, and so on.
Let us onsider a few speial ases of this onstrution. First of all, if E is a
symmetri monoidal ategory, one an onstrut its dendroidal nerve Nd(E). The
dendroidal set Cat(Nd(E)) then aptures the usual notion of E-enrihed ategories
and funtors. More preisely, it is isomorphi to the dendroidal nerve of the usual
monoidal ategory Cat(E) of E-enrihed ategories,
Cat(Nd(E)) ∼= Nd(Cat(E)),
where Cat(E) is onsidered as an operad via the usual tensor produt of enrihed
ategories. As a partiular ase, onsider the ategory Cat of small ategories with
its artesian monoidal struture. Then the dendroidal set Catn(Nd(Cat)), obtained
by iterating the onstrution n times, is the dendroidal nerve of the ategory of
strit (n + 1)-ategories. It also enodes all higher struture of funtors, natural
transformations, modiations, and so on.
If E is a monoidal model ategory with a suitable interval H , one an onsider
ategories enrihed in the homotopy oherent nerve hcNd(E) (dened in terms of
H). For example, if E is the ategory of hain omplexes over a ring R (with
the projetive model struture and the usual interval H of normalized hains on
the standard 1-simplex), then Cat(hcNd(E)) is a dendroidal inner Kan omplex
whose verties are preisely A∞-ategories ([Fu, Lef, Ly℄). As another example, let
E = Top with the unit interval, and onsider for the one-point set ∗ the dendroidal
inner Kan omplex
A∞ = Hom(Nd(A∗), hcNd(E)).
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The verties of this dendroidal set are preisely A∞-spaes, while dendries of more
general shapes enode operations between A∞-spaes. Again, the onstrution an
be iterated to form dendroidal inner Kan omplexes A
(1)
∞ = A∞ and
A(n+1)∞ = Hom(Nd(A∗), A
(n)
∞ ).
It would be interesting to study the relation between A
(n)
∞ and n-fold loop spaes
in topology [Du, M℄.
Finally, the ategory Cat of small ategories itself is a monoidal model ategory
with interval H as in 6 above, and
Hom(Nd(AS), hcNd(Cat))
is a dendroidal inner Kan omplex apturing the notion of a biategory with S
as set of objets [B℄ (or rather the notion of an unbiased biategory [Lei2℄). This
onstrution an again be iterated. For example, the dendroidal inner Kan omplex
Hom(Nd(A∗), Hom(Nd(A∗), hcNd(Cat))) aptures braided monoidal ategories (and
all higher maps between them). The above onstrution of ategories enrihed in E
yields, by onsidering E = Cat, an indutive denition of weak n-ategories. More
preisely, let WCat1 = Cat and for n > 1 let
WCatn = Cat
n−1(hcNd(Cat)).
For eah n ≥ 1, WCatn is a dendroidal inner Kan omplex. Its verties are weak
n-ategories of a speial kind. (They have an underlying strit ategory of 1-ells,
and for any two objets x and y, the same is true at level n− 1 for the dendroidal
set Hom(x, y)). There are many alternative notions of weak n-ategories in the
literature (see [Lei1℄ for a survey of 10 suh denitions and [BD℄ for a more general
disussion of weak n-ategories), and we expet that for any reasonable notion, a
weak n-ategory an be stritied to a weak n-ategory in our sense.
Finally, we would like to say a few words about possible Quillen model strutures
on dendroidal Sets. Reall from [J2, Lu℄ that there is a Quillen model struture on
simpliial sets, in whih the inner Kan omplexes are exatly the brant objets.
This model struture is related to the folk monoidal model struture on Cat
already mentioned above, in whih the weak equivalenes are the equivalenes of
ategories and the obrations are the funtors whih are injetive on objets.
Indeed, a mapX → Y between simpliial sets is a weak equivalene in Joyal's model
struture i for every simpliial inner Kan omplex K, the map τ(KY ) → τ(KX)
is an equivalene of ategories (here τ : sSet→ Cat is the funtor disussed in 4).
The analog of Theorem 7.5 for simpliial sets, whih states that KXand KY are
again inner Kan omplexes, plays an important role in Joyal's model struture.
The folk model struture on Cat generalizes without muh eort to one on
(oloured) operads, in whih a map f : Q → P , from an operad Q on D to an
operad P on C (as in Setion 2) is a weak equivalene i j∗(f) : j∗Q → j∗P is an
equivalene of ategories, and moreover f indues a bijetion
Q(d1, · · · , dn; d)→ P(fd1, · · · , fdn; fd)
for any sequene d1, · · · , dn, d of olours in D. We onjeture that the inner Kan
omplexes are the brant objets in a model struture on dendroidal sets in whih
a map X → Y is a weak equivalene i, for any dendroidal inner Kan omplex K,
the map
τd(HomdSet(Y,K)→ τd(HomdSet(X,K))
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is a weak equivalene of operads. Theorem 7.5 should be a substantial step towards
a proof of this onjeture.
9. Appendix: The tensor produt of dendroidal objets
Let E be a symmetri monoidal ategory. The ategory of dendroidal objets
in E is the funtor ategory EΩ
op
, whih we denote by dE . This ategory has a
Boardman-Vogt style tensor produt, and a orresponding internal Hom whenever
E itself is losed. The onstrution and its basi properties are explained most
easily after realling some basi fats about enrihed Kan extensions, so we'll do
that rst. None of the material in 9.1 is really new, and we refer the reader to [K℄
for more bakground.
9.1. Enrihed Kan extensions. We begin by developing a bit of formalism simi-
lar to the language of rings and bimodules. Let E be a symmetri monoidal ategory,
and let S be any E-enrihed ategory. Suppose S is tensored over E . (This means
that one an onstrut an objet E⊗S in S for E in E and S in S, with the property
that there is a natural Hom-tensor orrespondene between maps E ⊗ S → T in S
and E → Hom(S, T ) in E ; see [K℄ for a formal denition. For small ategories A
and B (in Set), we write
AEB = E
B
op×A
for the ategory of funtors Bop×A → E . For objets X ∈AEB and A in A, B in B,
we write
AXB = X(B,A) ∈ E
for the value at (B,A). Also, if A or B is the trivial ategory ⋆ we delete it from
the notation. So
AE⋆ = AE = E
A, ⋆EB = EB = E
B
op
.
Now assume E has small limits and S has small olimits. There is a tensor produt
funtor
⊗B = CEB × BSA → CSA (1)
dened for E in CEB and S in BSA, by the usual oequalizer
C(E ⊗B S)A
∐
B(CEB)⊗ (BSA)
oo ∐
B→B′(CEB′)⊗ (BSA)oo
oo
for any two objets C ∈ C, A ∈ A. This tensor produt has a orresponding internal
Hom,
HomA : BSA × CSA → CEB, (2)
satisfying the usual adjuntion property stating a bijetive orrespondene between
maps
E ⊗B S → T in CSA
and maps
E → HomA(S, T ) in CEB.
We point out two speial ases of this Hom-tensor orrespondene. First, if F is an
element of BSA, i.e., F : B → SA, then we obtain adjoint funtors
f! : EB
// SA : f∗oo (3)
dened in terms of the previous funtors for the speial ase ⋆ = C, by
f!(E) = E ⊗B F f
∗(S) = HomA(F, S) = Hom(F, S).
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These funtors f∗ and f! are the right and left Kan extensions along F . Seondly,
there are external tensor and Hom funtors
⊗ : EC × SA → SC×A (4)
HomA : SA × SC×A → EC (5)
for whih there is a natural orrespondene between maps
X⊗Y → Z in SC×A
and
X → HomA(Y, Z) in EC
Indeed, this is the speial ase where B = ⋆ while C is replaes by Cop, so that (1)
and (2) an be rewritten as⊗ : CopE×EA → CopEA andHomA : SA× CopSA → CopE ,
dening (4) and (5).
Now onsider a funtor F : A×A → SA, i.e., F ∈A×A SA. Then by Kan extension
we have a funtor
EA × SA
⊗
// SA×A
f! // SA
whih we write as ⊗(F ); so
E ⊗(F ) S = f!(E⊗S) = (E⊗S)⊗A×A F.
The above disussion also yields a orresponding Hom-funtor, denoted
Hom(F ) : SA × SA → EA,
for whih there is a bijetive orrespondene between maps
E ⊗(F ) S → T (in SA)
and maps
E → Hom(F )(S, T ) (in EA).
Indeed, one an simply dene Hom(F ) in terms of the earlier Hom and the right
adjoint f∗, as
Hom(F )(S, T ) = HomA(S, f
∗T )
9.2. Monoidal losed struture of dE. Let us now onsider a omplete and o-
omplete symmetri losed monoidal ategory E , and the ategory dE of dendroidal
objet in E . Let A = Ω, let S = E , and let F = BV be the Boardman-Vogt tensor
produt of Hopf operads in E , restrited to operads oming from Ω:
BV : Ω× Ω // Operad(E)
Nd // dE .
Then the last onstrution of 9.1 yields a funtor
⊗(BV ) : dE × dE → dE
and a orresponding Hom-funtor
Hom(BV ) : dE × dE → dE
satisfying the usual properties, and making dE into a losed symmetri monoidal
ategory.
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